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rnmacaritra (1919) has provided a highly appreciative
survey of the life and work of the poet. Visvanath
Maganlal Bhatt's (Born 1898) Vlra Narmad (1933) is,
however, the only well documented and brilliantly written
biography in the language.
XIX
The journalistic achievements of Gujarata are great
A new tradition was set up by Haji Mahomed Allarakhia
Shivji, a Khoja author, by starting Vismi Sadl in 1917.
It was an illustrated magazine, high-class from the point
of view both of literature and art, and almost all the
best authors and artists of Gujarata contributed to its
unique popularity. Its brilliant career came to an end in
1921. In 1922, Gujarnta began to be published on similar
lines1; but its traditions were different as it was the organ
of Sahitya Sansad, a literary society with pronounced
modern tendencies. Navacetana in Calcutta and JSardd in
Rajkot pursue similar lines. KumUra has uniformly
maintained a high level in art and literature.
SUhitya, edited by Matubai Hargovandas Kantavala (Died
1933) published many works of Old Gujarati poets. Matu-
bhaias a critic exercised great influence on modern lite-
rature by the sanity and justice of his literary notices.
Merciless on faults of style and grammar, he fought with
unwavering zeal a losing battle for a return to the
simple and non-Samskrtic style. He was also the author
of several short stories collectively published under the
names of a SamsUra-liltt (1931) and Vitak-m vdlo (1932).
Prasthflna provides thoughtful reading. Kaumudl
now the organ of the Sahitya Sansad is a carefully
edited magazine mainly devoted to literary criticism.
Vijayrai Kalyanrai, (Born 1897) its editor, is a brilliant
stylist and a powerful critic* As a critic he is intense-
ly human; he applauds, judges or condemns with the
living sympathies of a literary artist and thus intro-
duces valuable elements of creative imagination into
his judgment Purntatva, a quarterly edited by the
1 This maga2ine, which was edited by me for nine years and later by
Pli^ijkblal MebUand Jyotindra Dave, ceased publication in August 193&

